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AbsTrACT
Anatomical ex-votos of feet have always been 
interpreted as representing the unhealthy part of the 
body for which patients were asking healing. However, 
according to the archaeological data and literary sources, 
another interpretation is also possible: the purpose 
of this article is to focus on the strong relationship 
between feet and fertility in the ancient world by cross-
referencing the available archaeological evidence with 
the scientific data relating to this topic. That shed light 
on an important aspect of the Healing Temples in Greek 
and Roman medicine.

InTroduCTIon
Anatomical ex-votos continue to remain only 
a partially resolved archaeological and medi-
co-historical question. These terracottas, which 
represent parts of the human body derive from 
different geographical areas and varying chrono-
logical ancient time-scales (Greece, IV century BC 
up to Late Antiquity; Etruria, Rome and Central-
Southern Italy, IV century BC up to I century BC). 
They have been viewed by historical and archaeo-
logical tradition in several various ways. According 
to traditional interpretation, they were intended 
to be objects of worship, offered up to the gods in 
healing sanctuaries indicating either the nature of 
the illness or the bodily dysfunction for which the 
prayer was a cry for help and healing.1–12 From this 
perspective, the offer of an ex-voto also meant the 
redemption of a vow, a physical representation of 
the patient’s gratitude. The image of a ‘commer-
cial pact’ between men and gods, a mechanism to 
compel the gods to respond to human requests 
and for humans to also remember the power of the 
gods.13 Generally, they were intended to be signals. 
But, signals of what?

Since 2000, a revival of scientific interest in the 
significance of these artefacts has produced some 
significant contributions which have tried to shed 
light on the meaning of anatomical votives in 
different contexts.14–17 Recent studies have inter-
preted them as a means of evoking the condition 
of well-being and completeness of a healthy life 
'outside the temple'; as depictions of the patients’ 
feelings regarding a perceived 'disintegration' of 
their ill bodies18 19 or, more generally, as a way ‘to 
communicate a variety of messages to the god’.18 
Some authors suggest that votives do not always 
represent a request for healing,20 thus opening the 
way to new possibilities for their interpretation, 
meaning that aetiopathology might cease to be 
the main or favoured criterion for their decoding. 

Evidence for the possibility of displaying ex-votos 
together and in groups21 could also explain why, 
in chronological homogeneous contexts, groups 
of sanctuaries are rich in a certain type of votive 
(ie, feet, knees, legs, arms and so on) while others 
in terracotta reproduce other parts of the human 
body (ie, sexual organs, wombs, breasts and so 
on).22

Thus, recent historiography is more generally 
trying to reinterpret anatomical votives not as 
mere visual representations of affected organs and 
limbs, but as tools of a complex symbolic commu-
nication system between men and gods: from this 
perspective, they should be viewed as conventional 
signs, the choice of which depends on a multitude 
of factors (eg, the common votive practices in each 
sanctuary, the type of divinity to which the gifts are 
offered, the availability of specific anatomical typol-
ogies in the workshops surrounding the temples, 
the financial resources of the devotees, the manner 
in which the patients experienced their bodily 
symptoms—and last, but not least, the different 
levels of symbolic language employed) according 
to the stratified cultural dimensions of the Ancient 
Mediterranean cultures. With regard to specific 
types of ex-voto, the interpretation would seem 
simple: uteri and male genital organs clearly allude 
to the constant concern, typical of ancient cultures, 
of having children and guaranteeing the citizens 
a social role through the biological processes of 
paternity and maternity. But what about other types 
of votives, far less indicative than those related to 
direct fertility requests?

In particular, Greek and Etrusco-Roman-Cam-
panian ex-votos seem to be comprehensible only 
through a combined approach based on the use of 
archaeological data, written medical, literary and 
cultural sources—paths which, strange though it 
may seem, have not been simultaneously cross-ref-
erenced by earlier historiography until now.

Medical narratives, already limited even when 
verbally explicit,23 become difficult to interpret 
when the period that separates us from the stories 
of illness is extended and when their communica-
tion system is a non-verbal one. Ex-votos, which 
narrative voice extends over a long-term period and 
on different geographical and cultural territories,24 
provide an interesting example of the polysemy of 
meanings medical objects can convey. Ex-votos may 
be perceived within a traditional and ‘reductionist’ 
vision (as simple indicators of the body parts for 
which healing intervention is required), but we 
believe a more effective interpretation is that of 
a metaphorical communication system of compli-
cated medical concepts.25 This is the case regarding 
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fertility, which abnormalities are, in ancient cultures, a pathology 
and at the same time, a social limitation.

ArChAeologICAl feeT In AnCIenT heAlIng CulTs
Votives from the sanctuary at Asklepius in Corinth, dating from 
between the end of the V and the beginning of IV century BC, 
are the first Greek documentation that we have at our disposal, 
homogeneous by type and dating, testifying to the use of 
anatomical terracottas reproducing human body parts: objects 
which were cheap and readily available, light and manage-
able despite their often large dimensions, destined to be hung 
on the walls of the temple.26 27 From the seven deposits of the 
Asklepieion a significantly high number of ex-votos still survive 
in good condition, almost all of which are reproductions of legs 
and arms. Among these, there are a large number of feet (20 in 
total, probably originally part of a more complete leg structure 
which were partially destroyed and lost; 9 including the lower 
part of the leg to the knee; 5 feet with their original painted 
top; 10 complete legs) as well as many fragments, leading us to 
assume a number of original pieces at least three or four times 
greater than the surviving ones (figure 1). Among the other body 
parts, there is a predominance of hands, breasts and male geni-
talia, suggesting a cultural context with strong ties to the issues 
of fertility and reproduction.18 The hand as a symbol of fertility 
has been proposed by R B Onians, who also cited the practice of 
striking the hands of women with a leather knout, according to 
the use of Luperci; in the cult of Isis, bronze hands were offered 
as a prayer for a save delivery.28 These constitute an interesting 
group of votive objects: in primis, because they are made of 
terracotta. In other Greek sanctuaries (such as, for instance, the 
Asklepieion in Athens, where ancient records list 1347 ex-votos 
dating from IV to III century BC)29 30 votive objects were fash-
ioned from small marble steles or metal objects. Some historians 
propose that the oldest ex-votos in Corinth were also probably 
made of metal alloys.18

Moreover, Corinthian ex-votos seem to be the probable models 
for Etrusco-Latial-Campanian ones: in fact, Etruscan ex-votos, 
although far more numerous, replicate the same structure and 
form as the Corinthian ex-votos. They were shaped in terracotta, 
fully moulded, made on an ‘industrial scale’ and probably sold 
for little money. Some authors think that ELC anatomical votives 
derive directly from a ‘Corinthian connection’, which could have 

been established through maritime commerce connecting the 
Etruscan port of Tarquinia-Gravisca to Corinth.31 32 Greek orig-
inals could then be redesigned and reworked thanks to the skill 
of the workers of Magna Grecia, masterfully moulding terra-
cotta to produce antefissae. Other authors, however, argue that 
ELC types arrived directly in South Etruria from Magna Grecia, 
spreading in agricultural contexts, where popular fertility cults 
were diffused, and then expanding again to Southern Italy 
(Paestum and Lucera).33

In any case, Greek models enjoyed an extraordinary success 
in ancient Italy; a recent catalogue calculated 7672 anatomical 
ex-votos in Etruscan territories alone, compared with the 515 
attributed to the Greek world.33

Contrary to what is commonly believed, Etrusco-Italic and 
Roman ex-votos are not related to the cult of Asklepius, intro-
duced to Rome in 293 BC:34 35 their donation seems to be 
linked rather to other deities, most of them feminine. Though 
sometimes we can establish who these deities are (Demetra/
Ceres, Kore, Artemis/Diana, Juno, Minerva—or Vei and Uni, 
in Etruscan contexts), more often their precise identification 
remains a mystery.36 In any case, archaeological studies gener-
ally reveal a close connection between anatomical votives and 
fertility and childbirth cults—and not solely confined to healing 
ones; this hypothesis is supported by the predominance of female 
anatomical votives in Hellenistic Central Italy and by the high 
number of reproductive organs attested, especially in Thyrrenian 
territories, such as wombs, penises and breasts.

Archaeology has fully analysed these votives, computing and 
classifying them by means of detailed quantitative analysis;5 the 
large quantity of numeric data at our disposal reveals a very 
high number of clay feet (second only in quantity to the occur-
rence of reproductive organs), either isolated feet alone or feet 
connected to the lower parts of legs up to the knee (figure 2). 
Some of these are bare, while some are depicted with sandals 
or slippers; some are life-sized, others clearly represent chil-
dren's limbs; they may be standing or walking. Some bear marks 
of deformity or swelling but, more frequently, the feet seem 
normal. This datum is perfectly consistent with archaeological 
evidence from different cultural roman contexts, such as the 

figure 1 Votives in the Museum of the History of Medicine, Sapienza 
University of Rome.

figure 2 Votives in the Museum of the History of Medicine, Sapienza 
University of Rome.
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worship sites in France, clearly testifying to the importance simi-
larly attributed to the limbs, ankles and feet during the Gallo-
Roman Age.37 38 Interestingly, the percentage of their proportion 
also mirrors the Corinthian findings.39 By way of example, we 
can furnish some numerical data concerning anatomical votives 
from archaeological contexts near Rome: The Thirteenth Altars 
in Lavinium, a federal ancient sanctuarium later associated with 
the cult of Ceres (V-III century BC), contained 207 lower limbs 
(in comparison with over a hundred upper limbs and a few other 
body parts);40 41 at Ponte di Nona, a Republican rural healing 
sanctuary devoted to an unidentified deity, 8400 anatomical 
pieces have been recorded, 6000 of which consist of feet and 
hands;42 from the temple of Asclepius in Fregellae, dating from 
the II century BC, a total of about 4000 votives of which 1654 
are feet; at Nemi, in a sacred area frequented from V century 
BC up to the Late Imperial Age, where the temple devoted to 
Diana, goddess protecting fertility and childbirth, revealed a 
very low percentage of anatomical votives dealing with preg-
nancy or female disorders in comparison to a strong prevalence 
for feet and legs.43 44 Etruscan temples (ie, Tarquinia, Veii, Ara 
della Regina, Vulci, Punta della Vipera, Tessennano), although 
not entirely consistent in their dating, bear witness to similar 
numerical proportions;45–47 the same is true in Southern Italy, 
for example, at the ancient site of Cuma, dating from the IV-II 
century BC, where a healing cult with components of fertility 
has been attested by the presence of anatomical votives with a 
strong prevalence for hands and feet, which match the data from 
Etruscan and Central-Italian deposits very well.48–50

This strong presence of feet, already described in literature,45 
has often been explained according to a ‘medical reductionism’ 
as nothing more than requests for healthy feet and limbs in soci-
eties in which an excellent walking ability was required for a 
people often wearing unhealthy footwear. Unfortunately, paleo-
pathological Etruscan and Roman Republican evidence is too 
scarce to illustrate the real occurrence of feet diseases between 
the IV and I century BC and thus possibly to justify the very 
frequent occurrence of feet votives. The excavated necropolis 
of the Roman Republican era are few and the surviving remains 
are generally cremated. More anthropological data could come 
from the Imperial Age. Ex-votos which almost never depict 
pathological conditions lead to another recurring interpretation, 
according to which feet, knees and legs could be thanksgivings 
for a safe and successful journey.51

These historic-medical and archaeological explanations leave 
some questions unresolved: is the idea of ‘safe travel’ sufficient 
to explain why almost all the feet seem to be normal, non-patho-
logical samples? Moreover, the vexed question of why some feet 
are depicted with shoes and others without, still lacks a satis-
factory answer even today. The same is true in the observation 
of the inverse relationship between the presence of feet and 
the corresponding absence (or scarce presence) of other bodily 
parts, especially penises, wombs and breasts. While feet and 
legs are numerous, sexual organs are rare: this situation is well 
documented for central Italy, where worshippers favoured the 
representation of limbs, feet and hands, rather than the sexual 
parts more common in the Thyrrenian area.52 The idea that the 
populations of Central Italy, living in mountain areas (exactly as 
Corinthian people), were more prone to foot diseases appears 
too simplistic and fails to explain the almost total absence in 
Apennine Italy of anatomical votives representing reproductive 
organs.

In all likelihood, no single interpretation is valid; a more 
complex hypothesis might promote a better understanding of 
the cultural meaning that votive feet had in different ancient 
cultures and in diverse cultural ways of thinking. Our proposal is 
founded on the idea that in all cultures, images are a polysemic 
and ‘migrating’ way to communicate ideas that are slowly and 
constantly changing, while at the same time remaining formally 
the same. Consequently, a new question arises: if it is true that, 
in ancient Mediterranean cultures, the votum pro valetudine had 
a much broader significance than that we attribute today to the 
concept of health and wellness,53 54 is it possible that the offering 
of feet or genitalia was intended as a synonymous act? In other 
words, is it possible that the offering of feet to the gods served 
the same purpose as the offering of penises or wombs?

feeT In lITerAry And medICAl sourCes
The landscape which emerges from the analysis of the archae-
ological documentation pertinent to the anatomical votives of 
feet and footprints, in their possible association with fertility, 
is confirmed by some literary passages of poetical, anecdotic 
and medico-scientific nature,55 which seem to make more sense 
when placed in the material culture and in the schemes of the 
civilisation to which the ex-votos examined belong (figure 3). In 
these passages, feet become the parameters of recognition for the 
father-son descent, because the ancient world identified them 
with the source of the seed and of the vital soul. A passage28 
from Fulgentius’s Mitologiarum libri explains the allegorical 
reasons for Achilles’s heel vulnerability, also providing an inter-
esting digression of medical nature: ‘[…] the veins which are in 
the heel connect with the faculties of the kidneys, thighs, and sex 
organs, […]. Orpheus himself demonstrates that this [the heel] is 
the chief seat of lust, […]’.56 According to Fulgentius’s words,57 
the heel is clearly meant to be one of the places in which the 
human seed is located. The system of ducts and veins mentioned 
by the author seems to involve the entire body in the production 
of the generative seed in accordance with the pangenetic theory 
for the origin of the seed which associates the venous system 
with the reproductive system. The pangenetic or ematogenetic 
theory finds ancient and important supporters in Anaxagoras, 
Diogenes of Apollonia and Democritus, in opposition to the 
encephalo-myelogenic theory58 supported by the pythagorean 
Alcmaeon and Hippon of Rhegium.59

The literary witnesses and the anthropological-cultural tradi-
tions of the ancient world demonstrate that the parts of the body 
in which it is possible to recognise the father-son descent such as 

figure 3 Votives in the Museum of the History of Medicine, Sapienza 
University of Rome.
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the head, the hands, the knees and the feet are exactly the same 
where the generative seed originates or passes through. When 
Telemachus goes to Menelaus’s court in search of his father and 
Helen asks her husband about the foreigner’s identity, guessing 
he could be Odysseus’s son due to the likeness between the 
young man and the King of Ithaca, Menelaus confirms his wife’s 
intuition because the feet, hands, head and hair of Telemachus 
look like those of his father.60 The scholia graeca in Od. IV 149 
explains, as regards the feet, that ‘the likeness of the bodies is 
mainly revealed by the extremities and the sight’.61

Now, according to the pangenetic theory, the seed is distilled 
from all the parts of the body and flows towards the genitals 
through blood circulation. Diogenes of Apollonia62 meticulously 
describes the complex venous system which links up the extrem-
ities of the human body and adds:

‘The more dense blood is absorbed by fleshes; the exceeding one, 
instead, moves to these places (testicle and uterus) and becomes light, 
warm and foamy’.63–65

As a matter of fact, the seed, as blood foam, moving through 
all parts of the body, retains their memory and, before flowing to 
the genitals, displays that memory exactly where it gathers most, 
that is in the extremities, which are destined to reproduce their 
very likeness.

As Aristotle affirms,66 in eunuchs the deposition of the seed in the 
legs is due to their sexual withdrawal and the natural movement of 
fluids from the top to the bottom. As a matter of fact, the association 
legs-feet-generative seed seems to be confirmed by the practice of 
binding the legs to facilitate procreation and, on the other hand, 
by the connection between lameness and sterility. Some studies28 67 
have already underlined the relationship between knees and the 
generative seed based on the ancient custom of acknowledging the 
son by sitting him on his father’s knees.68–70

As regards the connection between lameness and sterility or sexual 
anomalies, myth too provides us with a key to its interpretation. 
Hephaestus, indeed, born lame due to an unsuccessful abortion, 
lavishes his compromised creative energy on metallurgy, while his 
wife Aphrodite, whose name seems to have its origin in the blood 
foam of Diogenes of Apollonia, neglects him in favour of Ares: his 
progeny is therefore scarce and even deformed.71 The Amazons 
lame their newborn male babies by dislocating both their knee and 
hip to prevent riots and in order to use them for manual labour72 
and perhaps also to compromise their fertility as well. Laius punc-
tures Oedipus’s feet before exposing him, partly also to irreparably 

disfigure one of the places of the father-son likeness or to uncon-
sciously cancel the generative opportunity of the incestuous bond 
between him and his mother, as if Oedipus’s swollen feet prefigured 
the miserable progeny he would give birth to.

However, the most significant confirmation of the relationship 
between the feet and procreation comes from Greek tragedy. M 
Untersteiner, in his commentary to Aeschylus’s Choephors, associ-
ates Menelaus’s identification of Telemachus as Odysseus’s son with 
the scene of Electra’s recognition.73 After arriving at her father’s 
grave to pour libations, Electra finds a lock of hair and some foot-
prints. The young princess recognises the relationship of consan-
guinity between herself and the mysterious foreigner by verifying 
the proportion between her feet and the footprints left by her 
brother Orestes. The girl speaks specifically of the prints of the heel 
and the tendons, as does Fulgentius.

Due to their characteristic conformation, the feet reveal a person’s 
belonging to a certain line of descent. In this case, Aeschylus empha-
sises the similarity of the feet on the father’s side to strengthen 
Anaxagoras’s theory that attributes embryogenetic faculties only to 
the male seed, reducing woman to a mere container. In Aeschylus, 
the foot, as a place of recognition, allows for a further confirmation 
of the hypothesis that it also represents the seat of the generative 
seed.

Moreover, the saga of the Atreides seems to confirm our hypoth-
esis. In one version of the myth Thyestes realises he has eaten his 
sons because his brother Atreus shows him their heads, hands and 
feet, which had been previously cut off; in another version, Atreus 
first chops the hands and feet of the children to prevent his father 
from recognising them. Moreover, in the Odyssey, when Odysseus, 
disguised as a beggar, is identified first by Penelope and later by 
the nurse, it is thanks to the formation of his feet.74 75 Pindar, too, 
talking of the athletic qualities of Ippocleas in terms of his inher-
itance from his father Fricias, an Olympic champion, uses the meta-
phor of the footprints.76

ConClusIon
The recently growing attention paid by the medical communities to 
the Medical Humanities77 led to the development of an awareness 
that, as medicine and therapy respond to the cultural models that 
express them, these models, in the same way—as a cultural heri-
tage of specific social groups —are themselves indissoluble parts of 
medical care and therapy. From this perspective, the contribution of 
the history of medicine can be crucial in the attempt to reconstruct 
the human dimension of care.78 The central object of the Medical 
Humanities is the history of the relationship between healer and 
patient and the emotional contents conveyed by this relationship. 
As regards ancient medical history, historians only rarely have direct 
sources concerning patients’ experience of illness: medical texts 
testify only to the part played by physicians. Due to the limitation of 
sources, objects and archaeological findings can be used to interpret 
and complete those rare patients’ narratives. In particular, ex–votos 
can be seen as a continuous dialogue with the gods of healing—
emphasising the human experience of suffering, expressing the fear 
of the disintegration of the healthy body, articulating the need to 
request help and stressing the expectations for the fertility of ancient 
populations.

In fact, when cross-referenced with the archaeological sources, 
the literary witnesses, in harmony with those scientific and medical, 
allows us to concur that the foot is the place through which the 
generative seed passes or where it sits because it or its prints allows 
for the recognition of the phenotypic traits belonging to the genetic 
inheritance. Thus, since the anatomical votives of feet and footprints 
are far more numerous than the ex-votos of genitals and are often 

figure 4 Votives in the Museum of the History of Medicine, Sapienza 
University of Rome.
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associated with the uterus and placed in sanctuaries of fertility, they 
can rightly express either the representation of fertility or the request 
for perpetuating the likeness in a legitimate progeny. Consequently, 
it is no surprise that the foot, if intended as a symbol of fertility, was 
one of the most common ex-votos in the sanctuary (figure 4). The 
ancient world had always to face the risk of oliganthropia79 due to 
wars, diseases80 and high child mortality rate. For this reason, the 
request for fertility in terms of increment or healing was a private 
desire and a political need of the cities to ensure their survival.81 82
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